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Recognizing customers are the ultimate source of cash flow and 

financial value, firms continuously invest in strategic priorities and 

execution activities designed to satisfy them. It doesn’t always 

go well. Many times, businesses are confused about the specific  

strategic areas in which they should invest. Other times, they debate  

the execution levers that should be the focus of their investment. 

Ultimately, every activity, decision, and strategy can be justified as an 

attempt to satisfy customers. As a consequence, companies often  

find themselves embroiled in a variety of misaligned strategic  

initiatives and execution activities they believe are helping cus-

tomers. Customers see it differently—they see a company that is 

unfocused, inconsistent, and not satisfying their needs.

The Collaborative for Customer-Based Execution and Strategy  

(Collaborative for CUBES™) framework helps align a company’s  

strategy and execution at all levels in a way that not only satisfies  

customers, but also achieves the desired financial results.  

Collaborative for CUBES™ provides guidance, based on rigorous,  

proprietary statistical analysis, to define strategy outcomes,  

develop strategic priorities, identify execution levers, and translate 

the execution levers into concrete, actionable, ground-level reality. 

The Collaborative for CUBES™ framework, a blueprint to generate 

sustainable and profitable growth, specifies seamless integration 

of activities at four different firm levels. The four levels are shown 

in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Collaborative for Customer-Based Execution and 
Strategy (Collaborative for CUBES™)

GROUND REALITY
CUBES 100™  

Manager: Are we properly allocating and 
optimizing resources for each execution lever?

EXECUTION LEVERS
CUBES 1,000™

Director: Which execution levers will maximize 
our performance on the key strategic areas?

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
CUBES 10,000™

EVP / VP: On what strategic areas 
should our company focus?

STRATEGY OUTCOMES
CUBES 100,000™

CEO: Is our strategy delivering the right 
customer and financial results?
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Focus, Alignment & Accountability 
Through the Collaborative for CUBES™

Firms today are larger and more complex than ever before, and 

the advice given to management and executives is becoming more 

fragmented and specialized. This leads to horizontal and vertical 

misalignment in many companies:

• At the 100,000-foot level, chief executive officers (CEOs) are 

accountable to their boards and shareholders for delivering re-

sults — financial and non-financial. What results should be the 

CEO’s focus, and how should they be measured? CEOs must 

have an integrated set of metrics that can provide a measure 

of the current and future health of the firm that can be bench-

marked on a consistent basis and allow the executive to hold 

his/her team accountable. In short, the strategy outcomes 

should be linked to the strategic priorities set at the executive 

vice president/vice president (EVP/VP) level. 

• EVPs and VPs reporting to the CEO require clarity in defining 

and prioritizing strategic areas. At the 10,000-foot level, they 

must determine the strategic priorities that can best deliver the 

strategy outcomes — sales, margins, EBITDA, customer retention  

— that CEOs must deliver at the 100,000-foot level. Simulta-

neously pursuing many strategic areas without prioritization  

misuses and wastes resources. EVPs must define and measure 

performance on specific strategic areas in a way that helps 

them hold their direct reports — directors and senior-managers 

— accountable. 

cubesresearch.net
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• EVPs’ 10,000-foot strategic priorities can help directors and  

senior managers address the right execution levers at the 1,000-

foot level. When directors have clarity on strategic priorities,  

they can determine the specific levers that are fully aligned 

with them. Collaborative for CUBES™ provides a mechanism to  

quantify the effectiveness of the execution levers at the 1,000-

foot level, relating them to the strategic priorities set by EVPs at 

the 10,000-foot level and the strategy outcomes desired by the 

CEO at the 100,000-foot level. 

• Front-line employees and managers represent the ground reality  

at the 100-foot level. These employees are typically in direct 

contact with customers and accountable for using resources 

to conduct activities that affect customer-related outcomes. If 

these resources and activities are misaligned with the 10,000-

foot execution levers, the firm may not see the desired results. 

Frontline employees and managers also benefit from knowing 

if their activities are aligned with directors’ execution levers, 

EVPs’ strategic priorities, and the CEO’s strategy outcomes. 

cubesresearch.net
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CUBES 100-100,000: Level-to-Level 

Collaborative for CUBES™ is a blueprint that allows an organiza-

tion to quantify, visualize, and execute a streamlined customer-

based approach to management. It provides four levels of action-

able insights. As shown in Figure 1, each level of Collaborative for 

CUBES™ builds on the previous level. Collectively, the levels can be 

used as the basis of an aligned and focused strategy that will allow 

a firm to execute effectively. 

STRATEGY OUTCOMES: CUBES 100,000

At the 100,000-foot level, Collaborative for CUBES™ provides  

guidance to the CEO, who is most concerned about the success of  

his or her company’s overall strategy. Success is measured based 

on a diverse set of financial and non-financial outcomes, each 

closely related to overall customer satisfaction. Collaborative for 

CUBES™ rigorously measures and quantifies these outcomes to 

provide a benchmarking platform across peers, within divisions, 

and over time. This allows CEOs to gauge business performance. 

1. Non-financial metrics: The experience of companies in multiple 

industries has shown an exclusive focus on financial metrics can 

be misleading. CEOs may be tempted to achieve short-term  

financial results at the expense of long-term, forward-looking 

metrics that help build a high-quality customer base. A customer- 

based strategy, the cornerstone of Collaborative for CUBES™,  

dictates firms prosper in the long run when they have highly satisfied  

customers, which further improve the quality of the firm’s client 

base through the “customer-satisfaction effect” (Figure 2).

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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Figure 2.  
How Customer Satisfaction Improves Customer-Base Quality 

Non-financial metrics provide a CEO with a strong sense of his 

or her company’s customer-base health. Non-financial metrics are 

based on customer loyalty metrics, which are robust predictors  

of financial outcomes. Collaborative for CUBES™ uses a set of  

forward looking, academically rigorous loyalty metrics offering 

high predictive validity with respect to financial metrics. These 

non-financial metrics include: 

• Rate of supplier reuse for new jobs.

• Recommendation rate.

• Positive word-of-mouth activities.

• Pricing power.
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2. Financial metrics: Ultimately, CEOs are held accountable for  

financial results, which may include top-line metrics, bottom line 

metrics, or metrics associated with firm value. These include but 

are not limited to: 

• Sales, revenues (top-line).

• Margins, EBITDA (bottom-line).

• Stock returns (firm value).

3. Relating financial and non-financial metrics: When a firm has 

a coherent and aligned customer-based strategy, its financial 

and non-financial metrics operate in tandem. Collaborative for 

CUBES™ features a built-in mechanism to clearly quantify how 

financial and non-financial metrics are aligned. 

Collaborative for CUBES™ explicitly recognizes successful strategy  

is based on satisfying customer needs. Satisfied customers  

reward firms with repurchase, recommendations, pricing power,  

and positive-word-of mouth activities. These translate into higher  

sales, revenues, margins, and EBITDA. By providing a concrete  

quantification of the association of financial and non-financial 

metrics, Collaborative for CUBES™ provides CEOs with a ready 

platform for comprehensively assessing their desired outcomes .

At the 100,000-foot level, Collaborative for CUBES™ monitors 

strategy outcomes. It can easily adapt to provide the metrics  

needed for benchmarking different firm divisions, different firms in 

an industry, or even firms across different industries. A CEO can use  

these benchmarks to gauge firm performance comprehensively.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: CUBES 10,000

While the CEO is accountable for and focused on strategy  

outcomes, his or her direct reports — VPs and EVPs — focus on 

enabling the CEO to deliver those outcomes. 

At the 10,000-foot level, different VPs are responsible for varying 

strategic areas, where each area constitutes a strategic priority. 

These strategic areas in a typical organization may include:

• Sales, bidding, and business development.

• Product and service quality.

• Safety.

• Sustainability and corporate social responsibility.

• Pricing and billing.

• Ongoing service and support.

• Communications.

If these strategic areas are not systematically prioritized, each VP 

is likely to focus only on the area for which he or she is responsible 

while ignoring the others. This can lead to confusion and virtually  

ensures the VPs will be misaligned and depleting focus on key  

areas. Such confusion at the 10,000-foot level will eventually  

undermine the CEO’s ability to achieve the desired 100,000-foot 

strategy outcomes.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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Collaborative for CUBES™ helps firms prioritize strategic areas  

based on their relative association to overall customer  

satisfaction. Collaborative for CUBES™ assigns specific weights  

to each strategic area, so they can be prioritized in a 

way that is objective, evidence-based, and conflict free.  

Prioritizing strategic areas at the 10,000-foot level ensures VPs 

can agree on their focus and alignment. 

For example, Collaborative for CUBES™ may identify pricing  

is twice as important as communications in driving strategy  

outcomes. As such, VPs may agree to focus their efforts on pricing 

to ensure success. 

Collaborative for CUBES™ provides a built-in mechanism to bench-

mark the firm’s performance on each strategic area, specifically 

those designated as priorities. If pricing is determined to be twice 

as valuable as communications, CUBES 10,000 allows a firm to:

• Benchmark its performance on pricing relative to other strategic  

areas, such as communication, ongoing service, etc.

• Benchmark its performance on pricing among different divisions  

and units.

• Benchmark its performance on pricing relative to competitors.

CUBES 10,000 not only helps VPs prioritize strategic areas that 

support overall strategy outcomes, but it also gauges perfor-

mance on the strategic priorities. Doing so can ensure the VPs are 

aligned and focused. It also provides the CEO a transparent way 

to hold VPs accountable using customer-based metrics to bench-

mark performance.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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EXECUTION LEVERS: CUBES 1,000

Once VPs and EVPs agree on strategic priorities, they can rally 

their direct reports — directors and senior managers — to execute 

on them. At the 1,000-foot level, directors and senior managers 

can align with and execute on the VPs’ strategic priorities rather 

than execute on initiatives of their choosing. This ensures execution  

at the 1,000-foot level is fully synced with the 10,000-foot strategic  

priorities.

Consider a real-world case in which a firm found communications 

to be the most heavily weighted strategic priority. In analyzing the 

company, CUBES 1,000 identified three potential execution levers: 

• Communicating frequently throughout the sales team.

• Keeping clients informed of project progress.

• Answering customer calls within 24-hours.

Rather than use instinct or guesswork, CUBES 1,000 statistically  

determined the relative efficacy of each execution lever in improving  

performance on communications as a strategic area. CUBES 1,000 

determined the relative weight of answering customer calls within 

24 hours, at 45%, was higher than the weight of the other execution  

levers. As such, the communications director developed specific 

initiatives to ensure calls were answered promptly, including:

• Hiring additional staff.

• Updating the phone system.

• Developing a web-based platform for customers to receive support. 

As the percentage of calls answered within 24 hours increased, the 

company’s customer-based scores on the strategic area of com-

munications also went up. Overall, this was reflected in increased 

customer retention and margins.  

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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GROUND REALITY: CUBES 100 

Once they focus on specific execution levers, directors and senior 

managers can help frontline employees and lower level managers  

achieve specific outcomes through focus and accountability. In 

other words, directors and senior managers can link the execution  

levers at the 1,000-foot level to specific activities performed  

by frontline employees at the 100-foot level. Collaborative for 

CUBES™ provides guidance in this regard by ensuring frontline 

employees understand the prioritization of the strategic areas and 

execution levers and keeping their efforts and resources focused 

on activities that directly support them.

For example, for the company in which the strategic area of  

communications was related to customer calls being answered 

within 24 hours, the execution lever could be related to the  

ground-level reality of customer-service representatives through  

activities such as training (to answer calls), accountability and  

incentives (for answering calls). Through Collaborative for CUBES™,  

the managers were able to track specific metrics for each  

customer-service representative to ensure the execution lever  

at the 1,000-foot level was being implemented at the 100-foot level.  

Reciprocally, frontline employees at the 100-foot level could see 

how their attempt to answer calls within 24 hours contributed to 

the execution levers at the 1,000-foot level and strategic priorities  

at the 10,000-foot level. Such alignment eliminates waste and con-

flict within an organization.

Collaborative for CUBES™ can provide specific approaches  

to operationalize and manage these activities in the most efficient 

and effective way, ensuring the ground reality is fully aligned with 

the overall strategic outcomes sought by the CEO.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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CONCLUSION

As modern firms grow larger and more complex and business advice 

becomes increasingly specialized, firms can find it difficult to align 

the actions of their frontline employees with the vision of their CEOs. 

Through rigorous statistical analysis of proprietary survey data and 

robust financial reports, the Collaborative for Customer-Based  

Execution and Strategy (Collaborative for CUBES™) framework 

eliminates that concern, providing a blueprint for aligning the 

goals of every level of an organization from top to bottom.

With the experience and tools provided by Collaborative for 

CUBES™, companies can not only come to understand why they 

must align the strategy outcomes desired by their CEO with the 

strategic priorities selected for focus by EVPs, strategic priorities 

with the execution levers pulled by directors and senior managers, 

and execution levers with the ground reality of managers and floor 

workers, they have the statistical tools needed to most effectively 

do so.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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Case Study: Applying Collaborative for 
CUBES™ to an Industrial Firm

Collaborative for CUBES™ provides a blueprint that enables a  

firm to outline, measure, and improve its customer-based strategy 

and execution. By quantifying the links among strategy outcomes, 

strategic priorities, execution levers, and operational activities, 

Collaborative for CUBES™ helps firms improve performance. 

For industrial company INDCO with a market capitalization of $8 

billion, Collaborative for CUBES™ provided a way for the company 

to better focus on its mission of high-quality customer service at 

every level. 

In the three years leading up to Collaborative for CUBES™  

implementation, INDCO found itself losing share to competitors  

focused on improved technology. To keep up with the competition,  

the company made several investments in technology, including 

creating a joint venture with one of its largest competitors. 

Utilizing the Collaborative for CUBES™ framework, management 

was able to answer several important questions and improve its 

industry standing.

STRATEGY OUTCOMES: CUBES 100,000

CEO: Is our strategy delivering the right customer and  
financial results?

Collaborative for CUBES™ found that, for INDCO, overall customer  

satisfaction was associated with margins and market share  

but not sales. Each unit increase in overall customer satisfaction,  

controlling for a variety of market and competitor factors, was 

associated with a 2.5% increase  in market share. This translated  

to $200 million in increased revenues. Collaborative for CUBES™ 

also demonstrated to the CEO that overall customer satisfaction  

was associated with margin expansion. The CEO concluded  

INDCO’s focus on customer satisfaction was associated with the  

right metrics, including margins and market share. The board  

incorporated these metrics in the company’s executive compensa-

tion package.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES: CUBES 10,000 

EVP / VP: On what strategic areas should our company focus?

Collaborative for CUBES™ evaluated a total of five strategic areas, 

developed based on intensive discussions with the senior manage-

ment team. The strategic areas included:

• Manufacturing and technology.

• Delivery and after-sales service.

• Sales and marketing.

• Problem resolution.

• Ongoing project management.

• Safety and corporate social responsibility.

The strategic areas determined to have the strongest association  

with overall customer satisfaction were delivery and after-sales 

service and problem resolution. Previously, INDCO’s EVPs had 

been focused on safety and technology. The Collaborative for 

CUBES™ analysis made them realize their strategic focus needed 

to be modified to better align with customer needs.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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EXECUTION LEVERS: CUBES 1,000 

Director: Which execution levers will maximize our  
performance on the key strategic areas?

Within the strategic priority of delivery and after-sales service, 

a total of 10 execution levers were evaluated. Collaborative for 

CUBES™ found the three most critical levers for enhancing overall 

delivery and after-sales service were:

• On-time delivery of products/services.

• Identifying and fixing problems quickly.

• Maintaining acceptable product lead times.

INDCO directors investigated all three issues and prepared a re-

port. Among them, two specific execution levers were identified 

as critical priorities:

• INDCO was not systematically tracking on-time delivery, and 

salespeople could change promised delivery dates in the system  

without informing customers. In many instances, INDCO’s system  

showed delivery was on time when the customer saw a delay.

• INDCO had no dedicated service team to identify and fix problems.  

Issues were addressed on an ad hoc basis by local teams within 

manufacturing facilities.

http://www.cubesresearch.net
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GROUND REALITY: CUBES 100 

Manager: Are we properly allocating and optimizing resources  
for each execution lever?

INDCO relied heavily on Six Sigma for change management and 

improvement. Two teams comprised of directors, managers, and 

frontline employees were constituted. Their mandate was to pro-

pose and implement specific solutions and track performance 

over six months.

The strategic priority of delivery and after-sales service was  

addressed by creating a specific screen in the company sales  

management and order tracking system:

• Each order had a specific delivery date agreed upon by the 

salesperson and customer. 

• Sales and manufacturing were incentivized for 98% on-time  

deliveries (an increase from 73%).

• After-sales service was formally incorporated into the reporting 

and profit calculation system.

Within the strategic priority of problem resolution, the team  

proposed a multi-pronged solution:

• Hire a director of customer service and problem resolution.

• Create a matrix reporting structure with two employees from 

each manufacturing unit responding to customer problems.

• Offer extra compensation and incentives to the team for  

on-time and satisfactory problem resolution.
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COLLABORATIVE FOR CUBES™  
BENCHMARKING

INDCO complemented the implementation of each new initiative  

with a comprehensive measurement approach. The Collaborative  

for CUBES™ benchmarking survey measured progress on a  

monthly basis using customer feedback and surveys. The remaining  

metrics were tracked in the enterprise resource planning database. 

At the end of 18-months, Collaborative for CUBES™ conducted a 

comprehensive study that showed:

• An increase in performance for the two strategic priorities.

• An improvement in overall customer satisfaction.

• An increase in margins, sales, and market share.

The net impact of the initiatives, accounting for hiring, incentives, 

and other associated costs, was found to exceed $200 million.
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